
The Shade Project

The “Breaking the Rule” Effect is simply an unhelpful automatic thought that might happen 
if you notice your mood is getting low again, or if you have a craving to use alcohol/other 
drugs. You may even have a slip-up and have a drink or use cannabis or speed again.
The “breaking the rule” automatic thought comes into these situations and says “I knew you 
couldn’t do this, here you are back at square one”. 
It gives you permission to fall back into your old habits of thinking and behaving.
But if you know about the “Breaking the Rule” effect, you can be ready for it when it happens. 
When you notice this effect Remember:

Breaking the Rule Effect

Practice your 3-minute Breathing Space to switch off your automatic pilot and •	
concentrate on the moment
Remind yourself that everybody has a slip-up. You haven’t failed completely, and •	
you are not back at square one.
If you notice yourself thinking like the “breaking the rule effect”, try these more •	
helpful thoughts instead.

Breaking the Rule Effect: “I’ve blown it, might as well keep going”

More Helpful thought:  “I’ve just had a slip and I can get back on track”

Breaking the Rule Effect:  “I knew I wouldn’t be able to stop”

More Helpful thought:  “I have been able to make a change…this is only a slip  
     and I keep on trying”

Breaking the Rule Effect:  “I’ve messed up already so I might as well keep going”

More Helpful Thought:  “I’ve just made a mistake and I can learn from it and get  
     back on course”

Breaking the Rule Effect:  “None of this therapy worked, I’m back at square one”

More Helpful Thought:  “This is only a change in my mood, I can handle this. I  
     just need to handle each moment as best as I can”
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